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Case Studies, Reflections and Analysis
Chris Rowell (ed.)
[An] excellent and accessible starting point, as well as a route to deeper
understanding and more sophisticated use of social media. A timely publication,
it hums with the energy of multiple voices and viewpoints.
--- Professor Shân Wareing, London South Bank University
How does social media affect working life in Higher Education? How are
universities harnessing its power to aid student learning? This innovative
collection brings together academics and those working in professional
services to examine these questions and more. The diverse and expert
contributors analyse the many ways social media can be used to enhance
teaching and learning, research, professional practice, leadership, networking
and career development. The impact of social media is evaluated critically,
with an eye both to the benefits and the problems of using these new forms
of digital communication.
This is the first volume to give such detailed attention to this area of high
interest. Its innovative approach extends to its creation, with contributors
found via their presence on Twitter. The short and impactful chapters are
accessible while retaining an academic focus through their application of
relevant learning theory and educational context.
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Open Access
Researchers, authors and funding bodies are increasingly realising that
the high price of access to academic books and journals means that
only a select few can read them. Open Access (that is, making texts free
to read and reuse) helps spread research results and other educational
materials to everyone everywhere, not just to those who can afford it or
have access to well-endowed university libraries.
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Open Book Publishers is a non-profit, Open Access publisher based in
Cambridge (UK) and run by scholars who are committed to making
high-quality research freely available to readers around the world. We
publish Open Access monographs and textbooks across all disciplines,
offering the academic excellence of a traditional press with the speed,
convenience and accessibility of digital publishing.
All our books are available to read for free online. To date we have
over 140 books in print, more than 30,000 visits per month and readers
worldwide. To find out more, visit us at
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